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This final project aimed to: 1) produce designs of fantasy make-up, hairdo, costume and body painting for the character of Odette in the Swan Lake story in Fairy Tales of Fantasy show 2) apply fantasy make-up, hairdo, costume and body painting on the character of Odette 3) show the character of Odette in the Swan Lake story in the Fairy Tales of Fantasy show.

The methods used to reach the objectives were: 1) designing by learning about the plot of Swan Lake fairytale and reviewing theory, learning about the characters in Swan Lake, searching for inspirations and designing image previews 2) applying the designs by doing make-up test, hairdressing test, practicing by: costume fitting, harmonizing movements and music, rehearsal by: applying fantasy make-up, hairdressing, costume, body painting while Odette was on the stage, as well as adjusting light and music 3) displaying the character of Odette in the Fairy Tales of Fantasy show, arranging activities (practicing and rehearsal) and performing the Fairy Tales of Fantasy show.

The end result of the project was the Fairy Tales of Fantasy show which included 1) the production of the designs of fantasy make-up, hairdressing, costume designing, body painting on the character of Odette 2) the realization of fantasy make-up by using white eye shadow on the eyelids, dark blue on the corners of the eyes and pink on the highlight, as well as using rhinestones and swan feathers on the forehead, hairdressing by using hair bun shaped like a swan on top of the head, costume designing by using swan feathers and rhinestones for costume ornaments and embroidery on the edge of the skirt, body painting application which matched the motive of the embroidery on the edge of the skirt of Odette character 3) performing the Fairy Tales of Fantasy show in March 17th, 2012 in Taman Budaya Yogyakarta (TBY) at 14.00 WIB by showing the character of Odette in Swan Lake story in Fairy Tales of Fantasy performance.
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